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DETERMINING THE  
HIGHEST VALUE LEADS 
 
How Splunk Software Helps to Effectively Convert Sales Leads

Use Cases

•  Marketing Analytics & Reporting 
•  Bolstering Business Efficiencies
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Challenges How Value Is Measured Business Impact

Needed to identify high-value 
sales leads by scoring trial users

• Ability to prioritize leads

• Conversion rates improve

• Sales targets the top 20% leads  
• Improved conversion rate from 

2% to 25%

Wanted to evaluate the 
effectiveness of marketing 
initiatives

•  Ability to identify top leads and 
referral generating campaigns

•  Better resource allocations

•  Marketing targets the sites and 
campaigns that best generate 
paying customers

Needed to reduce fraud and abuse • Detect free trial abusers 
•  Reduced IT costs for  

fraudulent use

•  Alerts when users violate the 
free trial agreement

•  Conversion of 50% of fraudulent 
users to paying customers

•  Reduced compute costs

Business Benefits at a Glance

Executive Summary
When a customer walks into a retail store, there is an 

immediate opportunity for salespeople to offer service 

and help drive sales. For an online store, hundreds, 

if not thousands, of potential customers might come 

in each hour. Imagine if an online retailer could au-

tomatically determine who is interested and who is 

“just browsing,” and dispatch salespeople only to the 

serious buyers? 

One Splunk customer—an online software as a service 

(SaaS) company—provides cloud-based development, 

test and training environments for technology cus-

tomers. Prospective customers sign up to try out the 

company’s cloud software during a free trial period. 

The sales team then follows up with these leads and 

attempts to convert them into paying customers. Sales, 

however, lacked any insight into which were the most 

promising leads or the most effective marketing cam-

paigns. The company also lacked the optics to prevent 

some users from misusing the free trial period, which 

fraudulently consumed its IT resources.

By deploying Splunk® Enterprise, the SaaS provider 

gained the visibility and metrics to deploy a scoring 

system to identify and prioritize potential customers, 

as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of its marketing 

measures and reduce abuse of its free trials. The com-

pany addressed these core challenges:

• Qualify sales leads from a large base of trial users. 
The quality of leads coming from the free trials was 

poor, leading to inefficient targeting by sales. The 

sales team was unable to distinguish high-potential 

leads from unlikely customers, resulting in low sales 

conversion rates. The company now uses intelli-

gence gleaned from Splunk Enterprise to score and 

prioritize the most likely customers.

• Measure the effectiveness of marketing initiatives. 
The marketing team was unable to track the results 

of campaigns or promotions. Using Splunk software, 

the team saw immediate benefits by identifying the 

most effective initiatives. 

• Reduce fraud. Although trial environments are  

limited to a few testers for a short time, some  

customers were defrauding the system by  

conducting lengthy classes for large numbers of 

attendees, which drove up IT infrastructure  

expenditures. Splunk software allowed the  

company to track fraud in real time, reducing  

inappropriate usage and its costs. 

Business Problem:  
Finding the High Value Customer
This SaaS company provides cloud-based software 

that is used to conduct virtual training. For example, 

a typical customer holds 300 virtual training classes 
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for 1,500 students in one year. Learners log into virtual 

classrooms to receive lectures from live instructors and 

complete online labs and quizzes. By using this cloud 

service, customers derive enormous benefit by avoiding 

the time and expense of managing their own training 

infrastructure. 

Before using Splunk software, the company knew that 

10,000 prospective customers were signing up for free 

trials each month. Typically, each salesperson received 

400 or more leads per day. These leads were tracked in 

a CRM system (see Figure 1), and the company’s  

salespeople followed up on as many prospects as they 

could via mass emails or cold calls. However, salespeople  

complained about the quality of the leads. A trial user 

that never logged into a virtual classroom was repre-

sented in the CRM the same way as a trial user that 

logged into multiple virtual classrooms. Without any 

information on user engagement, sales had to give all 

prospects the same time and attention. Worse, many  

of the leads wasted salespeople’s time because the 

sign-up information provided was spurious. 

Due to resource capacity, 10–25% of the leads were 

going untouched. As much as half of the contacted 

prospects were unreachable or uninterested.  

The conversion rate from a trial user to a paying  

customer was very low, typically around 2%. To increase 

sales efficiency, the salespeople needed higher  

quality customer information. 

Meanwhile, the overhead cost of the hardware  

infrastructure was increasing in a way that did not  

correlate with sales and revenue. Management feared 

that free trials were unsustainable as a lead-generation 

engine because of the growing cost of hosting instances.  

To counteract this, they added an auto-suspend to  

environments that were unused for two hours, but  

suspected some users of scripting around this. 

Management came to suspect that fraud and abuse of 

the system contributed to the disconnect between free 

trial users and subsequent sales. A number of users 

were gaming the free trial. In fact, about a dozen paying 

customers admitted to first using the free trial in a full 

production capacity.

Figure 1. The typical process flow of a trial user.

CRM system 
creates record

Cutomer Relationship 
Management

Web Portal

Hosted Virtual
Classroom Software

Note: Salesperson using the CRM sees no 
activity past the signup.

Teacher signup 
for free trial

Creates training 
environment

Spins up trial 
infrastructure

Logs into 
environment

Students log into 
enviroment

Time

Class finished, infrastructure 
shuts down or suspends

Reads FAQ Access training 
environment

Three fragmented customer-facing systems meant the salesperson knew 
little about the prospective buyer.
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Enter Splunk
Qualifying the most valuable sales leads  
The company was already using various marketing  

automation products to track and value its leads from 

marketing campaigns across multiple online and  

in-person channels. However, it was hard for these tools 

to capture behavior and data at a granular level from 

online trials. These resources also required changes to 

IT systems and data output formats. Lastly, they were 

expensive. Unsure how valuable the leads from free trials 

truly were, the company was unwilling to invest further 

in expensive, dedicated marketing tools.  

The company had already deployed Splunk Enterprise 

to help monitor its IT operations. It uses the solution 

to capture, index and integrate log event data from its 

infrastructure’s systems and applications and then to 

graphically display all kinds of performance metrics 

in dashboards. Management realized that with some 

simple but creative extension, Splunk Enterprise could 

help solve the challenge of finding the most valuable 

sales leads.

To improve insights into trial users, the company need-

ed more information on how they interacted with their 

web portal. As the first touchpoint between a potential 

customer and the company, the web portal allows a vis-

itor to register for a free trial, process payments, read 

FAQs and access other support content. Trial customers 

can then launch and access virtual trial classroom envi-

ronments via the web portal. All of these activities leave 

a trail of log event (machine) data (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sample raw log data from web activity.

FirstName=John
FirstSessionLength=0
HasCampaigns=False
HasOpenCancelRequest=False
IsBlocked=False
IsCollaborator=False
IsEmailVerified=False
IsEntApp=False
IsPhoneNumberVerified=False
IsPro=True
IsRoot=False
IsTrusted=False
JobTitle=None
LastLoginTime=”2013-01-24 00:24:22.637000
LastName=Doe
LoginCount=1
LoginCount30Days=1
MainUsage=Windows
MarketingId=None
Name=”John Doe”
NextBillingDate=None
NextPaymentDate=None
NumEnvsAsCollaborator=0

After converting the raw data into easily parseable tables 

using Splunk Enterprise, the customer then uses the soft-

ware’s analytics capabilities to calculate an MQL (Mar-

keting Quality Lead) score for each trial user (see Figure 

3). The score considers such factors as the validity of the 

user’s phone number and the amount of time spent on 

the trial website. An MQL score of 1 suggests a user with 

a high likelihood of purchase, while an MQL of 7 means 

the user is unlikely to become a paying customer. Figure 

4 shows a sample profile and MQL score developed.

The company now applies this scoring methodology 

to all of its trial customers, using Splunk software to 

quickly and easily build dynamic tables and charts. The 

result is a collection of dashboards and leads lists for 

its salespeople. The ranked list of trial customers by 

MQL is uploaded to the CRM system, enabling the sales 

team to prioritize high-potential leads. Figure 5 shows a 

prioritized sales leads list, while Figure 6 is an executive 

dashboard reflecting new trial customers and how they 

distribute among the MQL scoring range of 1–7.

Using Splunk software, this SaaS company now makes 

sense of its large trial user-base and identifies the most 

valuable users—those who are likely to become paying 

customers. The company has concluded that a trial 

user with MQL of 1 has a 50% chance of becoming a 

paying user. By focusing on trial users with MQL scores 

equaling 1 or 2, the sales team dramatically improved 

its overall leads-to-sales conversion rate from 2% to 

25%. The lower scoring leads—those with MQL from 3 

through 7—are contacted via automated campaigns, 

saving valuable time and effort.

Gauging the effectiveness of marketing campaigns 
To further improve its efficiencies, the SaaS company 

uses Splunk software to determine the effectiveness of 

its online marketing campaigns, which comprise search 

engine advertisements, direct outreach to current and 

potential customers, and referrals through partner web-

sites. By analyzing application and web data with Splunk 

software, the company now identifies the most success-

ful marketing campaigns by searching for such items 

as referring codes and how many referred customers 

become paying customers. Figure 7 shows the marketing 

campaign conversion dashboard within the company’s 

Splunk Enterprise deployment.
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Raw data on trial customer activity levels is converted into a table

How did the user get to the website? 

summary index - MQLPoints from referring sites

Does the email domain match the company name? Have they logged in at least twice? What type of virtual classroom 

template did they spin up or log into? Do they use a webmail domain, e.g., Gmail? 

summary index - MQLPoints from miscellaneous parameters

Is the user’s virtual classroom environment receiving a lot of bad Internet traffic? 

summary index - MQLPoints from networking

Sample considerations contributing to the MQL score: 

Is the area code of a trial user’s phone number from a blacklisted country?  

summary index - MQLPoints from the country phone number

Figure 3. Calculating the MQL with Splunk software.
Determining the Highest Value Leads
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Detecting fraudulent use of free trials 
The company identified another issue that could be rec-

tified with better intelligence. Prior to the deployment 

of Splunk software, fraud contributed to a dramatic 

increase in hardware infrastructure costs. Trial users 

perpetrated fraud in several ways:

• Keeping the virtual class open beyond the allowed 

trial duration

• Inviting more than the maximum number of allowed 

trial guests to a class by sharing permalinks  

• Opening multiple virtual classrooms simultaneously  

Many of these practices were hard to detect in real 

time, and all of them consumed costly resources by 

imposing a disproportionate load onto the company’s 

IT infrastructure.

Again, Splunk software provided a solution. Splunk En-

terprise monitors various aspects of the user trial sys-

tem through web and application logs. When it detects 

unusual patterns, either known or unknown, it sends an 

alert to sales. These alerts have actionable information 

on the users who are logged in and the classes they are 

conducting or attending. Because the most effective 

fraud prevention and sales conversion happens if the 

salesperson calls while the violation is in progress, this 

real-time ability greatly reduces fraud while increasing 

sales. In fact, some 50% of fraudulent users are being 

converted to paying customers. Moreover, without inap-

propriate usage, the company’s compute resources are 

now dedicated to serving customers and potential cus-

tomers. Figure 8 shows the abuse detection dashboard.

Insight
This SaaS company delved into its machine data with 

Splunk Enterprise to empower its salespeople with 

insights into prospective buyers, allowing sales to 

be more proactive and efficient. By using the Splunk 

platform to address three main challenges—qualifying 

leads, assessing marketing campaigns, and identifying 

and reducing fraud—the company improves operational 

efficiencies and resource allocations. It leverages the 

data its infrastructure generates to obtain actionable in-

telligence with which to effectively manage its business 

Figure 4. Profile and MQL Score for a trial user.

Figure 5. Prioritized customer leads, according to MQL.

Figure 6. Distribution of MQL scores of new trial users across four Mondays.
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Figure 7. Leads conversion by marketing campaigns.

Figure 8. Catching trial users who abuse the system.



About Splunk 

Splunk Inc. (NASDAQ: SPLK) is the pioneer in analyzing machine data to deliver Operational Intelligence for security, IT and the business. 

Splunk provides the enterprise machine data fabric that drives digital transformation. More than 12,000 customers in over 110 countries use 

Splunk in the cloud and on-premises. Join millions of passionate users by trying a free trial of Splunk.

processes without the expense of numerous diagnostic 

tools or outside consultants. 

With Splunk, They Took the Lead 
In this use case, we explored how Splunk software can 

provide a solution for a classic sales and operational 

challenge: “How do I qualify my leads into high-value 

paying customers?” This use case demonstrates:

• Elimination of data silos. Because Splunk software 

indexes all kinds of data, the customer ended its 

reliance on multiple reports and formats from varied 

systems and has gained operational insight for sales 

and marketing.

• Lead generation analytics. By having Splunk 

Enterprise correlate both structured and unstructured 

data, the customer can link data from its CRM  

system to calculate an MQL score for each trial user.

• Flexible analytics powered by a read-time  
schema. Because Splunk software collects data in 

full fidelity without filtering, the customer avoids 

losing any potential value in the data just to make 

the information fit in a schema. This means the  

customer can engage in on-the-fly analysis to  

determine the success of its marketing campaigns.

• Value generation. In addition to gaining insights 

into prospects to prioritize the most promising, the 

customer reduces costly fraud and converts many 

of these users into paying customers.

The bottom line is that without undue cost or effort,  

the company gains optics into its core revenue- 

generating processes to bolster its sales, competitiveness 

and success.

http://www.splunk.com/free-trials

